
Atlas Shrugged as a Work of Philosophy – Course Outline 
 
 
Lecture 1: 

Introduction 
Literature and works of philosophy 
Ayn Rand as a philosophical novelist 
The philosophical nature of the theme and plot of Atlas Shrugged 
Atlas Shrugged’s inductive methodology and its three Parts. 
Thematic points from Part I 
The motivation of the heroes. 
The relation between reason and purpose 
Some Aristotelian ideas about causality and their relation to Atlas Shrugged 
Q & A 

 
 
Lecture 2: 

The motivation of the heroes and villains 
The first run of the John Galt Line (the relation between spirit and body) 
Some remarks on philosophical induction 
Rearden’s liberation from guilt 
Q & A 

 
 
Lecture 3: 

Rearden’s liberation from guilt (continued) 
Rearden and the spirit-body dichotomy 
Dagny’s conflict 
 

 
Lecture 4: 

Galt and the metaphysical turn 
Dagny’s return to the world 
The progression after Dagny’s return 
Rearden goes on strike 
Galt’s speech and Dagny’s last steps  
 

(All page numbers on associated course materials refer to the current hardcover and trade 
paperback editions of the novel.) 
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I. THE THEME 

 

1. Eddie: Reflections enroot to Taggart Building 3 

Confrontation with Jim about Rio Norte Line 7 

Conversation with Pop Harper 11 

2. Dagny Response to hearing Haley’s Fifth Concerto 12 

Orders re stopped train; plan to promote Owen Kellogg 15 

3. Attitude towards tunnels  17 

4. Meeting w/ Jim re Rearden Metal (RM)  rails for Rio Norte  Line 18 

Phone call to publisher re Richard Halley  24 

Meeting with Owen Kellogg who quits  24 

II. THE CHAIN  Rearden’s 

work life 

Train passengers’ attitudes towards him 27 

Response to pouring the first heat of RM 28 

Reflections on his life while walking home from the mills 29 

Rearden’s 

home life 

His family’s condescension towards him & his work 32 

Lillian’s trapping him into agreeing to an anniversary party 35 

His gift of the bracelet to Lillian 36 

Conversation with Larkin re political situation 38 

His donation, for Philip’s sake, to the Friends of Global Progress   41 

III. THE TOP AND 

THE BOTTOM 

 

1. Meeting in the cellar bar atop the skyscraper between Jim, Boyle, Larkin, & Mouch 44 

2. Dagny vs. 

Jim 

Their histories re Taggart Transcontinental (TT) & San Sebastián 50 

Confrontation re Dagny’s removal of property from  San Sebastián 56 

3. Eddie & Galt: their relationship; their conversation 62 

IV. THE 

IMMOVABLE 

MOVERS 

 

1. Dagny Response to McNamara’s retirement  64 

Her loneliness & need for inspiration 65 

Her love of Richard Halley’s music; his story 66 

Response to reading about Francisco & Mrs. Vail 69 

2. Jim Morning after with Betty Pope; San Sebastián nationalization 70 

3. Takes credit to Board for Dagny’s San Sebastián policies 72 

4. His & Boyal’s reactions to the nationalization 73 

5. The Anti-

dog-eat-dog 

Rule 

Passed by The National Association of Railroads   73 

B
 Conway’s reaction; Jim & Boyal’s 75 

Jim tells Dagny about it 75 

6. Dagny urges Conway to fight it 77 
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   7. Dagny Wyatt’s ultimatum 81 
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  8.  Meeting with Rearden re expediting order: their values; he says that they’re blackguards but they move the world 82 

V. THE CLIMAX 

OF THE 

D’ANCONIAS 

1. News that San Sebastián is worthless; Dagny makes an appointment to see Francisco 89 

2. Dagny & 

Francisco’s 

history 

Their childhood friendship; his ability & purposefulness  90 

Prelude to their romance; his convictions & ambition 98 

Her sexuality & attitude towards celebration; her first ball 101 

The beginning of their affair  104 

The early stages of their careers 109 

Their last night together 112 

His becoming a playboy & her reaction 115 

Dagny’s conversation with Francisco about his motives 119 

VI. THE NON-

COMMERCIAL 

1. The 

Reardens’ 

anniversary 

party 

Rearden’s attitude; Equalization of Opportunity Bill (EOB) threat  127 

Opinions of the guests, who are cultural leaders, re Rearden & EOB 131 

Dagny’s initixchanges with Lillian and Rearden 137 

Rearden’s confrontation with Lillian re Scudder 139 

Francisco’s arrival; Rearden & Lillian’s opinions of him 140 

Francisco & the cultural leaders 141 

Francisco & Jim’s discussion of San Sebastián 142 

Rearden & Dagny’s respective attitudes towards the party 144 

Francisco’s first conversation with Rearden 145 

Dagny’s conversation with Rearden re celebrations 149 

Discussion of Ragnar by spinster et al. 151 

Spinster’s Galt legend (discoverer of Atlantis); Dagny’s response  153 

Dagny & Francisco’s brief exchange  154 

Dagny’s trade with Lillian for the RM bracelet 155 

Rearden’s reaction: behaving as the attentive husband 156 

2. Rearden in Lillian’s bedroom: their history & attitudes towards sex & each other 157 

VII. THE 

EXPLOITERS 

AND THE 

EXPLOITED 

1. Dagny in 

Colorado 

Overcoming obstacles due to peoples’ discomfort with RM 162 

Her relationship with Wyatt & with Nealy (the subpar contractor) 165 

Rearden’s visit: their attitudes to Colorado & each other; idea for RM bridge; his refusal to fly her back to NY 167 

2. Dagny in car 

w/ Jim 

Jim’s fear of the public reaction to RM,  172 

His attempt to trick her into debating Scudder; she leaves  175 

Dagny in 

slum diner 

Bum’s opinions re morality, & the spirit-body opposition 176 

Tramp’s Galt legend (discoverer of the Fountain of Youth) 178 

3. The State 

Science 

Institute (SSI) 

vs. RM 

Dr. Potter’s attempts to make Rearden to withdraw RM  178 

4. Mowen’s canalization of Dagny’s order for RM switches 182 

Dagny reads SSI’s  smear of RM; & decides to see Dr. Stadler 183 

5. History of Stadler & SSI 185 

Dagny & Stadler’s discussion (his attitude towards technology, people, the efficacy of reason—his 3 students) 186 
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  6. Formation of 

John Galt, 

Inc. 

Jim’s panic & Dagny’s decision to complete the Rio Norte independently of TT as The John Galt Line (JGL) 193 

7. Attempt to sell JGL bonds to Francisco 197 

8. Meeting with Rearden re JGL (their feelings for one another) 201 

9. Rearden at 

office 

Response to copper emergency (including decision to buy mine) 205 

Rejection of demand from his mother for job for Philip 207 

Ward’s respectful appeal for metal; Rearden’s reaction 209 

Passage of the Equalization of EOB 212 

Despondent reflection on his own motivation; new idea for bridge 214 

VIII. THE JOHN 

GALT LINE 

1. Eddie’s conversation with Galt re JGL & Dagny’s reliance on Saunders for Diesels   217 

2. Dagny’s metaphysical loneliness in office (after Saunders quits); the tortured shadow 221 

3. Rearden’s 

Compliance 

with EOB 

Sale of ore mines to Larkin; reflection on the situation 221 

Sale of coal mines to Danagger 224 

Mouch’s bureaucratic position; progress on JGL bridge 224 

Meeting with Eddie: extension on TT’s bill; their attitudes re EOB 225 

4. Controversy 

leading up to 

first run on 

JGL  

Cultural leaders united against TT& RM; JGL progress ignored 227 

Jim & Philip excited by rumor of RM accident  229 

Lillian re absurdity of an affair between Dagny and Rearden  229 

Dagny re public; a few youths inspired by JGL; first run announced 230 

Union tries to stop JGL run; Dagny’s response 231 

All TT engineers volunteer for run; Logan chosen by lot 232 

5. Dagny’s press conference (w/ Rearden) re the first run 233 

6. The first run Benevolent air of crowd and reporters at departure 236 

7. Dagny’s experience of the run: her desire for Rearden; the relation between spirit & body 239 

Arrival at Wyatt junction; Dagny & Rearden’s dinner w/ Wyatt 247 

Rearden and Dagny’s first night together 250 
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 IX. THE SACRED 

AND THE 

PROFANE 

1. Rearden’s denunciation of Dagny; her response 253 

2. Jim & Cherryl’s: his reaction to JGL; hers; her past; his attitude towards her 256 

3. Rearden & Dagny; his question about her first man 267 

4. Mowen (to Kellogg) re companies’ moving to Co; his response; Mouch’s promotion, etc. 269 

5. Dagny & 

Rearden in 

her apartment 

JGL returned to TT; her reflection on its office & tortured shadow 273 

Rearden re the banquet, people who “need” him, whether Dagny needs him, etc. 274 

Her plan for a RM transcontinental track; his for new mills; his expectations re political improvement 277 

Their decision to go on vacation 278 

Sexual talk; his request that she wear the RM bracelet  279 

6. Dagny & 

Rearden’s 

vacation 

Attitudes re nature & commerce; visit to mine; hotel lies; need for Diesels; decision to visit 20
th

 Cen. Motors 279 

Starnesville: the over grown gas station, the primitive people  283 

The gutted factory & abandoned motor; their reactions 286 

X. WYATT’S 

TORCH 

1. Inquiries in 

Wisconsin re 

motor 

Inquiry at Hall of Records re factory 293 

2. Boscome: re factory; his comment re Dagny and Rearden’s relationship; Rearden’s response 294 

Eddie (over phone) re the attempt to kill Colorado 297 
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  3. Dagny Choice between fighting for Colorado and keeping appointment with Lawson re motor 298 

The various restrictions demanded by various parties that would cumulatively kill Colorado 298 

   Discussion w/ Jim re the situation 299 

Decision to see Lawson 300 

4. Rearden Larkin’s betrayal—shipping his ore to Boyal (also using TT rather than lake boats) ; the search for ore 301 

Conversation w/ purchasing manager re political situation & character 302 

Morally disarmed in fight against looters 303 

Lillian re love, the change in Rearden, & his obligation to her happiness; his reaction; her lack purpose 304 

5. Dagny’s 

inquires 

Conversation with Lawson 309 

6. Conversation with Hunsaker: his suit of Mulligan; appeal of Narragansett’s decision 313 

7. The three Starnes heirs; Ivy’s explanation of the noble plan; mention of Hastings as chief engineer  321 

8. Hastings’ wife  re: his resignation then retirement , his assistant’s invention of the motor,  the man at the diner  324 

9. Hugh Akston: rejection of job offer; refusal to discuss inventor; pride re his 3 students; $ cigarette  327 

The end of 

Colorado 

Mouch’s crippling directives 333 

Wyatt’s response: he sets fire to his wells & disappears 335 

PART II: EITHER-OR 339 
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I. THE MAN WHO 

BELONGED ON 

EARTH 

1. Stadler Reflection on: weather; state of the world; his loneliness; Ferris’ book 339 

Meeting with Ferris re (finally) book, which Stadler doesn’t repudiate (mentions of: oil shortage & Proj. X) 342 

Eager acceptance of Dagny’s request for a meeting 348 

2. Dagny Attitude towards her work, which consists of struggling to keep trains running as Co dies  349 

Attempts to find the inventor and/or someone who can reconstruct his motor 352 

Meeting with Stadler re motor: he suggests Daniels to reconstruct it; mentions having known a John Galt 534 

3. Rearden Refusal to sell RM to SSI for Project X 360 

Attempts to comply with the regulations; the results  361 

The Wet Nurse 362 

Reaction to Wyatt fire; reaction to his reaction 363 

Wet Nurse re refusal to sell to SSI 364 

Visit from “traffic cop”: his fearful reaction when Rearden refuses to pretend that he’s not being coerced  364 

4. Rearden & 

Dagny over the 

last six months  

The contrast between her unfulfilling days & “his nights” 367 

His gift of the ruby; how a painting of her would be inspiring art, but he’d “want it real”  367 

Other expensive gifts; his attitude towards luxuries 368 

The blue fox cape; the ride to NJ; her reflection on why he, to whom the earth belongs, should have to suffer 369 

His selfish motive in gift-giving; confusion as to whether this is good or bad 369 

His previous inability to enjoy his wealth and new determination to do so; how he’s paid for Dagny 371 

How the image of a playboy as the enjoyer of material pleasures represents a vicious and important error 371 

How the night in the NJ restaurant a reward he anticipated in his youth but never found 372 

Her reflection on the vicious error and on what she has yet to discover about it  373 

Rearden & 

Dagny tonight 

Enroot from copper conference to Dagny’s apartment: his metaphysical revulsion & lack of sexual desire 373 

At apartment: their estimate of those who want them 375 

Discussion of SSI issue & of motor, which restores his sense of the world 376 
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    Discussion of the issue of sanction 377 

The return of his sexual desire & his implicit recognition of the cause & of its moral implications 378 

II. THE 

ARISTOCRACY 

OF PULL 

1. Dagny The progressive disappearance of the Colorado industrialists, the idea that its due to a “destroyer” 379 

 Daniels’: his character and motivation; their deal 379 

Encounter with Cigarette man: the mystory of the $ cigarette 382 

2. Rearden Illegal sale of RM to Danagger; attitude towards the illegality; connection to secrecy of affair w/ Dagny 383 

Lillian’s arrival and demand that he accompany her to Jim’s wedding 384 

3. Cherryl’s preparations for the wedding; history of romance with Jim 387 

4. Wedding Cherryl’s perspective 392 

Boyle &Scudder’s categorization of guests under “Favor” and “Fear”; their reaction to Rearden’s entrance 393 

Jim: his hangers on; Mouch’s absence; conversation with Boyal re trading men 393 

Cherryl: confusion re Washington hints; encounter with Dagny 395 

Rearden’s thoughts re being out with Lillian in Dagny’s presence & related issues 396 

Lillian & Jim re her gift of Rearden to him and her motivation 398 

Lillian & Dagny: re conquest of men; re RM bracelet; insinuation of an affair; Rearden takes Dagny’s side 400 

Dagny & Rearden: her tenderness; his reaction 403 

Jim, Eubank, Scudder & Pritchett re new social order which Francisco identifies as the aristocracy of pull 404 

Francisco& Jim, who holds d’Anconia  (dAC)  stock, re the directives that destroyed the competition 404 

Francisco& Dagny re fate of JGL 408 

Rearden’s thoughts and attitude re Francisco 409 

Francisco: “The Meaning of Money” 410 

Reactions: the woman who doesn’t feel that he is right; than man whose glad he has dAC stock 415 

Francisco & Rearden  re speech; sacrifice of emotions; sabotage of dAC (warning not to deal with dAC) 415 

Rearden’s laughter and suppression of it 419 

Francisco’s instigation of stock panic 421 

III. WHITE 

BLACKMAIL 

1. Rearden Escorting Lillian to train station 423 

Significant discussion w/ Dagny re relationships, sex, pleasure, & Francisco 425 

2. Lillian’s discovery of the affair; her response; his reaction & glimpse of a flaw in her scheme of punishment 428 

3. Ferris’ attempted blackmail; Rearden’s response re the flaw in the system which will come out at trial 432 

4. Eddie and Galt re state of the world, destroyer, Danagger’s vulnerability & Dagny’s appointment to see him  438 

5. Dagny & Danagger: her wait while he speaks to Galt; he’s quitting; the $ cigarette; message for Rearden 440 

6. Francisco & 

Rearden  

R’s reflection on Danagger’s quitting 447 

Discussion where F introduces key ideas including that or moral sanction and opposite moral codes  449 

Furnace breakout: F saves the furnace; R saves his life; F leaves w/o finishing what he had to say 456 

IV. THE SANCTION 

OF THE VICTIM 

1. Rearden’s Thanksgiving: family’s insults; Lillian’s attack on self-esteem; reflection on her punishment; confrontation w/ Philip; 461 

Rearden’s recollections, enroot to NY, re the Wet Nurse  471 

Rearden and Dagny: his plan to illegally sell them RM rail 474 

2. Rearden’s trial The trial proper  475 

The audience’s reaction and his reflection on it  483 
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  3.  Reactions to the trial by Dagny, Lillian, the Wet Nurse, middle-of-the-roader businessmen, Scudder 484 

 Rearden and 

Francisco 

Rearden’s anxiousness to see Francisco; his decision to go to his suite 485 

Discussion re F’s character; “The Meaning of Sex”; how the playboy is a façade 486 

Rearden’s order from dAC; Francisco’s moment of indecision and & oath that he’s Rearden’s friend 493 

News that Ragnar sunk the shipments of copper; Rearden’s sense of betreyal 495 
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V. ACCOUNT 

OVERDRAWN 

1. State of the 

economy 

The cascading consequences of Danagger’s cousin’s failure to supply TT with coal on time  496 

TT train delayed by storm b/c of regulation & absence of the Co industrialists; resulting factory closures 497 

Cultural response to these events 498 

Collapse of Atlantic Southern Bridge (due to Boyal)l leaving Taggart Bridge as only link across continent  499 

Copper shortage, due to Ragnar: tops floors of buildings abandoned; no RM rails for TT; consequent wrecks 500 

Illegal mining of ore 501 

Dagny Board of Directors: vote to close of  JGL; TT now beholden to Weatherby (representing of Mouch) 500 

Drink  w/ Francisco: her attitude re the line & TT; his love of her & of Rearden; his JG legend (Prometheus) 511 

2. Last run of Rio Norte Line 517 

3. Lillian Lunch w/ Jim: her failure to re Rearden’s trial; her continued intention to deliver him 521 

Discovery that Rearden must be traveling with a mistress 524 

4. Realization that Dagny is his mistress; exchange with Dagny re JGL closing 525 

Confrontation w/ Rearden re the affair 525 

VI. MIRACLE 

METAL  

1. Washington meeting re 10-289: attitude towards it; Mouch’s history; Taggart can make Rearden sign the “Gift Certificate” 532 

2. Dagny’s resignation in response to 10-289: she goes to the cabin in Woodstock  549 

3. Rearden Resignation of Rearden Steel Workers Union in response to 10-289 554 

Wet Nurse: offers to cover up anything Rearden does; asks him to refuse to sign Certificate on principle 555 

Lillian goes on vacation 556 

Ferris’ blackmail; Rearden’s reflection on morality, his errors, his love for Dagny; he signs the Certificate  557 

VII. THE 

MORATORIUM 

ON BRAINS 

1. Eddie & Galt: the best men are quitting; Kip’s special; Dagny’s location 567 

2. Ragnar & Rearden 571 

3. The tunnel catastrophe 584 
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VIII. BY OUR LOVE 1. Dagny at cabin Her goals; building the path; reflection re purpose; how every purpose integrates to TT; her conflict 609 

Francisco: their kiss; his 12 years; how she enabled her enemies; the morality of kidnappers; soul-body issue 613 

Radio report of tunnel disaster; she heads back to work 620 

2. TT Jim: letter of resignation; mental state; attempt to intimidate Eddie into revealing Dagny’s location 622 

Dagny’s return: emotional detachment; refusal to speak to Mouch; explicitly “giving in” & paying ransoms 626 

IX. THE FACE 

WITHOUT PAIN 

OR FEAR OR 

GUILT 

1. Dagny in her apartment: NYC sinking like Atlantis: her self-dedication to unrequited love 633 

w/ Francisco: their different views on serving the ideal man; their motives; her realization that he’s an agent of “the destroyer” 634 

& Rearden: F’s realization that D is R’s mistress & admission that she’s the woman he loves; R slaps him; F’s restraint  638 

Dagny and Rearden: Rearden’s regret; discussion re her past; sex; discussion re his feeling for Francisco 641 

Resignation letter from Daniels; phone call; Dagny’s decision to head for Utah at once; Rearden will meet her 643 
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  2. Eddie & Dagny in apartment: he notices Rearden’s robe and realizes they’re having an affair 648 

Eddie & Galt re Daniels & the motor; Dagny’s trip to Utah ; the affair—Galt rushes out 651 

X. THE SIGN OF 

THE DOLLAR 

1. Dagny on the 

Comet 

Thoughts re the deteriorating world; desperate loneliness 654 

Jeff Allen: she saves his life; invited him for dinner; their conversation 656 

The story of John Galt and the 20
th

 Century Motors 660 

2. Frozen train The situation; the attitudes of the passengers 672 

Dagny and Kellogg walk to track phone: discussion of people & Ivy Starnes;  job offer; $ cigarettes  678 

Conversation w/ incompetent night operator at Bradshaw 685 

Dagny in 

pursuit of 

Daniels  

Airport: acquisition of plane; instructions to Kellogg 689 

Flight to Utah: how the world has become a burden & values unattainable; the absent sight-givers; Halley’s 4
th

 690 

In Utah: learns that Daniels has just flown out with an unidentified man 693 

Following Galt and Daniels; crash 693 

PART III: A IS A 701 
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I. ATLANTIS 1. Dagny’s arrival 

in the valley 

 “Sunlight green leaves and a man’s face”: Galt and the Valley 701 

 Akston & Mulligan 706 

 Wyatt 708 

Galt’s house Alone with Galt: Will she be a guest or a prisoner? Is Galt a stranger an ideal or an enemy? The Galt legends 709 

 Dr. Hendrix 711 

 Alone with Galt: he always thinks of her; he purposely beat her to Daniels; his job in the valley; the motor 712 

Daniels (delivering car): apologies for breaking his promise; enthusiasm for Galt and the valley 714 

Tour of the 

Valley 

 Mulligan’s house 716 

Dwight Sanders 716 

Dick McNamara 718 

The fishwife (AR’s cameo) 719 

Wyatt Oil 720 

Stockton Foundry 723 

Ken Danagger  724 

The street: Hammond’s Market, etc; cafeteria & Kay Ludlow; Mulligan Bank; Mint 726 

Residential area 728 

Francisco’s cabin: “the first man I took away from you” 729 

 The power house: the oath, Dagny’s desire for Galt 730 

2. Dinner at Mulligan’s: the mind on strike; why each striker went on strike; she’ll need to make a choice 733 

Galt’s house: what Dagny’s choice means in personal terms—she’ll either kill Galt or be with him; the guest room 750 

II. THE UTOPIA 

OF GREED 

1. Next morning, 

at Galt’s house 

Breakfast with Ragnar 752 

Discussion w/ Galt: she’ll word as his cook and housemaid 760 
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  2. Third day in 

Valley: 

Kellogg: the outside world’s believes that Dagny’s dead; he conveyed her message to Rearden 761 

Dagny & Galt: domestic details; no communications w/ outside; she doesn’t request an exception 763 

Fourth day Francisco: reaction to seeing Dagny alive; their past and present feelings (idea of notifying world she’s alive) 764 

3. Dagny’s 

conflict re Galt 

w/ Francisco as his house: his plans for the future; the mine in the valley; moment of sexual chemistry 769 

The nature of her desire for Galt; he seems unattainable, despite her conviction that her ideals are achievable  772 

Apprehension & resentment re his absences at night; relief when she learns he’s lecturing 773 

Waiting for him to return: her desire for him 774 

His return: he’s watched her for years; his holding her in the valley would be faking reality 776 

Her struggle against desire (mind-body issues) 780 

4. The valley’s 

culture 

Halley: “The Nature of an Artist”  781 

Kay Ludlow: portraying human greatness 784 

The young mother and her two sons 784 

Annual reunion at Akston’s: reminiscences; Stadler; the power of logic in human life; Akston’s  treatment of Dagny as Galt’s wife 785 

5. Visit w/ Galt to 

Francisco’s 

Mine 

Francisco & Galt’s friendship; Francisco doesn’t guess about her and Galt; might Galt give her up to Francisco? 791 

Her short-lived enthusiasm for the prospect of building a railroad in the valley 793 

She might stay if she didn’t have to hear about TT; Galt responds that no one stays by faking reality 794 

Story of how Galt sent Francisco to cabin (fuels Dagny’s worries); he couldn’t have a chance until Francisco had 795 

Francisco’s invitation for her to stay with him for the last week: she asks Galt to decide; he says no 796 

Her relief; egoism vs. altruism; Galt on the lack of conflicts of interest; application to the present situation 797 

Her decision to 

return to the 

world 

Citing of Rearden’s plane: the pull of the world; she can’t give up on her values while they are possible 799 

6. Final conference: She returns to hold the Taggart Bridge; people love their lives and can’t refuse to see forever 802 

Dagny, Galt, & Francisco: Galt says he’s returning; Francisco realizes why; gives them his blessing 808 

Dagny & Galt: She wants to win the world for him; he says she seeking justice by submitting to the unjust 810 
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III. ANTI-GREED 1. Demonstration of Project X: Stadler’s compliance with Ferris’ orders to give a speech 817 

2. Dagny’s return: the senseless unhappiness & meaningless speeches; call to Rearden  831 

Dagny at office w/ Eddie re Meigs: the crony-driven schedules under the Railroad Unification Plan (RUP); no repairs to lines 836 

 w/ Jim & Meigs: her refusal to reassure them or country; the RUP; how they avoid their knowledge 838 

Lillian’s blackmail 847 

3. Radio station Dagny (on Scudder’s program) re how Rearden was blackmailed 850 

Cab ride: reflection on Galt; can drivers gratitude; her response 854 

Apartment with 

Rearden 

 Rearden: his love for Dagny; the soul-body dichotomy; honesty vs. faking reality; how she’s found her love 854 

 Discussion: Galt; their plan to fight until they win or learn its hopeless  861 

IV. ANTI-LIFE 1. Jim Alone in evening: His indifference to values, desire to celebrate, fear of self-knowledge 864 

Reflection on his is day: parties to set the date for the nationalization of dAC  864 

At home: Conversation w/ Cheryl re: his deal; Dagny’s broadcast; his character; their marriage;  868 

Cherryl’s year 

as Jim’s wife 

Attributes impression that Jim’s a week coward to her ignorance; tries to learn & rise; his resentment of his 873 

Doubts his character & role at TT; learns from Eddie; Jim “feels” & married her out of  need for “understanding” 875 

Confrontation: he wants unearned love & to be great w/o the necessity of being; he evades this; enjoys dCA’s destruction;  she leaves 883 
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  2. Dagny Her first  month back: no achievements, only averted catastrophes; loneliness for valley & Galt 886 

Cherryl: apology & bonding; “unfeeling”; non-identity; lack of moral guidance; independence; hatred of the good 887 

3. Jim Destruction of vase; satisfied by revenge on those who priced it & thought of desperate people it could have fed 892 

Lillian: can’t help her re divorce; their bond; hatred of Rearden; sex “in celebration of the triumph of impotence” 893 

4. Cherryl: At home: her horror at Jim’s act; why he married her; he’s “a killer for the sake of killing”; he hits her; she runs out 900 

 Horror: achievements seized; b/c of inverted morality people know only pain & are concerned only for the guilty 904 

 Suicide: her rejection of this world as all that’s left of hers; the social worker; she runs off the pier 907 

V. THEIR 

BROTHERS’ 

KEEPERS 

1. Dagny Copper’s scarcity; Meigs’ thievery; supplies spread thinly across the system; lack of initiative amongst workers 909 

Dagny & Jim: RUP is irrational; demand that she make it work b/c she’s the doer & he has the right of weakness  910 

dCA nationalized but it’s been totally destroyed; Jim’s reaction 918 

Dinner w/ Rearden: his attitude towards Francisco & work; plans to bootleg metal for machines for MN farmers 921 

Francisco’s parting message to the world; Rearden’s reaction 925 

2. Dagny sends copper wire from MN to MO, which is one of the few remaining suppliers of copper 925 

Rearden Government officials suddenly solicitous towards him 926 

Phillip’s request for a job: he needs it, he’s R’s brother, and unlike R he feels; R grasps the idea of zero-worship 927 

Divorce court: reflections on the nature of the proceedings; it goes too easily; he feels divorced from the society  932 

Wet Nurse asks Rearden for a job 934 

3. Minnesota 

catastrophe 

Deteriorating state of TT: wire sent from terminal to MN; Dagny learns about system from anonymous tips 937 

Tip that cars haven’t been sent for MN harvest (they were sent to Kip’s Ma) last ditch effort to get them 939 

The grain rots, MN descends into violence; the soybeans are moldy 943 

4. Dagny Broken wire in Terminal puts signal system out of commission 943 

Dagny had been at dinner meeting w/ leaders: they’re indifferent to industry and want only power & loot 944 

Enroot to TT she reflects on waning motivation, but orders herself onward 949 

At TT: she calls for engineer from other RR and decides to signal trains manually 949 

Galt: amongst the track workers; makes love to her; how he’s watched her; knowingly endangered himself 954 

C
 

VI. THE CONCERTO OF 

DELIVERANCE 

The set up Controversy re steel workers’ wages 963 

“Accidental” attachment on Rearden’s property  964 

Holoway’s request for a meeting 965 

Slagenhop & Philip 966 

Rearden’s Mother’s insistence on seeing him 967 

Rearden goes 

on strike 

Family: they plead for his sacrificial help; he sees that they don’t want to live & grasps what Lillian is after 968 

Leaders: they expect him to make the irrational work; “three tumblers” click into place, setting him free 977 

Driving back to his mills he grasps fully the nature of their value; the context that makes them a value is gone 987 

The attack on 

the Mills 

 Wet Nurse’s death (just after learning what it is to be alive); Rearden’s reflection on education 989 

The fighting at the Mills; Rearden’s knocked unconscious 995 

Rearden and Francisco’s reunion 998 
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VII. “THIS IS JOHN GALT 

SPEAKING” 

 Jim tells Dagny that Rearden’s quit; appeals to her to bring him back; her reaction to the news; his note; her anxiety re Galt 1001 

 Dagny is tricked into being in the audience for Mr. Thompson’s speech, which he cannot give because the frequencies are blocked 1004 

 Galt’s speech: the strike; the morality of life; the morality of death; the mystics; the nature of one’s choice 1009 

VIII. THE EGOIST 1. Thomson et al. & Dagny: they try to evade the speech; she says if they want to live they’ll decontrol; Thompson suggests a deal 1070 

2. Dagny & Eddie: Galt; she says the looters will give up b/c they value their lives and know they’re through; he questions both premises 1076 

3. Effects of speech: best men quitting all over the country; government claims Galt will solve problems & broadcasts appeals to him 1078 

Dagny & Thompson: his attempt to reach Halt through her; her advice to decontrol; his suggestion that Galt may be dead 1084 

4. Dagny & Galt: she comes to his house; he welcomes her; tells her that police will come and she’ll have to take their side to save him 1086 

Galt’s arrest 1094 

5. Galt and Thompson: Thompson tried to make a deal but has nothing to offer; a zero can’t hold a mortgage over life 1097 

6. Thompson & advisors: their fear of him 1105 

Dagny  & Thompson: lying to him, wonders if fakers want to live; puts Galt’s safety before ending regime & saving TT 1108 

Office: indifference to reward check; wonders whether people “non-valuing people” want to live; Francisco’s note 1111 

Galt’s visitors Thompson & Jim 1111 

Thompson and Morrison 1113 

Thompson and Ferris; G requests Stadler 1114 

Thompson & Mouch: shortages of staples 1115 

Dagny and Eddie: he says she’ll quit as soon as she can; he decides to go to CA in effort to save TT; she says there’s nothing to save 1116 

Galt & Stadler: Stadler, brought by force, denies that he wants to use force against the mind but ends by saying Galt must be killed 1116 

7. Banquet Galt brought there by force 1119 

Dagny, in audience, noticing different people’s responses to Galt, challenges the premise that they want to live 1120 

Galt maneuvers so that gun is visible on cameras and says “Get the hell out of my way!” 1125 

IX. THE 

GENERATOR 

1. Stadler’s attempt to seize and Project X: Meigs beat him to it; the mechanism goes off killing many and destroying the Taggart Bridge 1126 

2. Dagny goes on 

strike 

Having overheard plans to torture Galt and understood the motivation, she calls Francisco 1133 

Home & office: she collects a few items, hesitates only momentarily over news of Bridge collapse  1137 

Meets Francisco; takes oath 1138 

3. Project F: torture of Galt; Jim’s breakdown 1139 

X. IN THE NAME 

OF THE BEST 

WITHIN US 

1. Rescue of Galt Dagny and guard: she shoots him because he will not decide 1147 

Francisco, Rearden, and Ragnar extract Galt from Project F 1148 

Plane ride to the valley 1156 

2. Eddie’s uncertain fate 1160 

3. Strikers in valley preparing to return 1167 
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In preparing this outline, I have drawn on previous outlines of the speech prepared by Allan Gotthelf and Onkar 
Ghate. Dr. Ghate’s outline is available with his course “A Study of Galt’s Speech”, which I highly recommend. 
In dividing the speech into five major sections derives, I follow Dr. Gotthelf’s outline. 
 
 
I. Introduction (1009) 
 

A. The state of the world as a realization of its moral ideal (1009) 
 

B. Galt’s removal of the men of the mind who are the victims of the world’s morality (1010) 
 

C. The strike (1010) 
 

D. The need to discover morality (1011) 
 

 
II. The Morality of Life (1011) 
 

A. Traditional morality, whether mystical or skeptical, as sacrificial and anti-mind (1011) 
 

B. Morality as a survival requirement for a being of volitional consciousness (1012) 
 

C. The standard, purpose, and reward of morality (1013) 
i. Man’s life as the standard of morality (1013) 
ii. One’s own life as the purpose of morality (1014) 
iii. Happiness as one’s highest moral purpose (1014) 
iv. The evil and irrationality of the preachers of self-sacrifice (1014) 
v. The respective roles of choices and facts in the foundations of morality (1015) 

 
D. The philosophic foundations of morality, which are the ultimate basis for the strike (1015) 

i. The metaphysical axioms (1015) 
ii. An epistemology of reason as demanded by the axioms (1016) 

 
E. The morality of reason (1017) 

i. The basic choice to think, which amounts to the choice to accept existence, as the basic virtue 
and the attempt to wipe out existence by evasion as the basic vice (1017) 

ii. The supreme and ruling values (1018) 
iii. The virtues (1018) 

 
F. Emotions as automatic estimates based on one’s standard of value (1021) 
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G. Social Ethics (1022)  
i. The trader principle  (1022) 
ii. The evil of initiating physical force (1023) 
iii. The strikers’ refusal to submit to force and make terms with evil men whose basic motive is 

opposite of their own (1024) 
 
 

III. The Morality of Death (1025) 
 

A. The doctrine of Original Sin (1025) 
i. The contradiction in the doctrine (1025) 
ii. How the doctrine damns human life as such (1025) 

 
B. The soul-body dichotomy (1026) 

i. The nature of the dichotomy (1026) 
ii. The effects of the dichotomy (1026) 
iii. The two teachers of the Morality of Death as products of the dichotomy (1027) 

 
C. Sacrifice (1027) 

i. The meaning of the term (1028) 
ii. The immorality of sacrifice (1028) 
iii. How, in sacrificing material values, one renounces one’s spirit (1029) 
iv. Sacrifice vs. the mind (1030) 

 
D. Altruism (1030) 

i. The non-objectivity of altruism (1030) 
ii. The psychology by which altruism accepted (1031) 
iii. Worship of need (the zero) as the “secret core” of altruism—how this means that death is its 

standard of value (1031) 
iv. The meanness of soul created by altruism’s sacrifice of morality and self-esteem (1032) 
v. Altruism’s justification in a self-contradictory demand for causeless love (1033) 
vi. The consequences of altruism (1034) 

 
 

IV. The Teachers of the Morality of Death (1034) 
 

A. How mystics’ attacks exploit fear of independence (1034) 
 

B. The mystics as motivated by a desire to escape the law of identity—as sacrificing existence to their 
wishes (1035) 
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C. The primacy of consciousness as a rebellion against causality and existence as such (1036) 
 

D. The men of the mind as the unacknowledged cause of the values and the victims of the seekers of the 
unearned (1038) 
 

E. How the mystics evade (“blank-out”) the source of the concepts they take over (1039) 
 

F. The concept of “objective reality”, which the mystics aim to destroy, as the culmination of the 
development of a human consciousness (1040) 
 

G. The doctrines by which the mystics of muscle seek to reduce men to the state of savages (1042) 
i. Epistemological and metaphysical doctrines (1042) 
ii. Psychological and linguistic doctrines (1042) 
iii. Socio-economic doctrines (1043) 

 
H. The world as reduced to a clash between rival gangs of power-lusting mystics (1044) 

 
I. The psychology of a mystic (1044) 

i. How the object of the mystic’s worship and fear is the consciousness of others (1044) 
ii. How the mystic is driven to seek power over other consciousnesses in order control reality 

(1045) 
iii. How death is the mystic’s goal (1046) 

 
J. The impossibility of making terms with evil—with death-seeking mystics (1046) 

 
 
V. Choosing the Morality of Life (1047) 
 

A. How Galt, by withdrawing the mind, has brought the Morality of Death to its conclusion (1047) 
i. How Galt reached the decision to strike (1047) 
ii. What the men of the mind contribute to society (1048) 
iii. The attempt by incompetents to enslave the men of the mind (1049) 
iv. The historical significance of the strike (1050) 
v. As a result of Galt’s action, men will die unless they recognize that their lives are made 

possible by the mind’s dominion over matter (1051) 
 

B. People’s attitude towards morality (1052) 
i. How people fake belief in altruism to themselves and to others (1052) 
ii. The lethal breach between the moral and the practical (or pleasurable) (1053) 
iii. The belief that morality is a necessary evil (1053) 
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C. Why there is no room for compromise and altruism must be rejected outright (1054) 
i. The evil attitude that there are no absolutes, which is a result of trying to practice an 

impracticable code (1054) 
ii. The growth of evil when virtue is compromised (1054) 
iii. Evasion of the state of the world as a means of avoiding the the necessity of rejecting 

altruism (1054) 
 

D. Self-esteem (1056) 
i. The need for self-esteem and the danger of tying it to an irrational standard (1056) 
ii. Self-doubt as caused by non-thinking, often in the attempt to preserve a self-esteem based on 

an irrational standard of value (1057) 
iii. Self-esteem as the lost paradise of childhood, and of one’s best moments,  which can be 

reclaimed (1057) 
iv. The need to take responsibility of one’s consciousness by choosing to think and accepting as 

one’s moral ideal the task of becoming a man (1058) 
v. Pride (including the rejection of self-sacrifice) as the means to self-esteem (1059) 
vi. Self-esteem as motivating the rational to strike against a world that doesn’t value the mind 

(1060) 
 

E. Rights as the moral foundation of America, on which strikers will rebuild it (1060)  
i. America as a product of selfish reason being destroyed by the European doctrine of sacrifice 

(1060) 
ii. The moral and metaphysical source of man’s rights (1061) 
iii. The evil of a government that initiates force rather than protecting rights (1062) 

 
F. The relationship between the geniuses and men of lesser ability (1063) 

i. The benefits of trade with a genius (1063) 
ii. The motives and consequences of the mediocrities’ resort to force (1065): 
iii. The irredeemable evil of geniuses who, because they regard knowledge as impractical, reject 

trade and put their minds in the service of force (1066) 
 

G. Advice to people in the world (1066) 
i. Go on strike (1066) 
ii. If possible build proper communities in the wilderness (1067) 

 
H. Message to hidden heroes (1068) 

 


